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Film Thickness Dependence of TDDB Characteristics for Thermal Oxide
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Behavior of electric fietd acceleration factor, p, was investigated sys-
tenatically over a wide range of oxide thickness fron I to 50 nm. It
was shown that B depends on both oxlde thickness and oxide field
strength. The observed p behavior was found to be explained by modified
hole trapplng nodel, in which shifts in injected electron current and
hole generation efficiency during stress tine are taken into account.
By introducing nodified acceleration factor, it is possible to project
plausible gate oxide lifetine for a wide range of oxide thickness.

1.. INTRODUCTION
Projecting gate oxide lifetine is one

of the nost inportant techniques for MOS in-
tegrated circuits. The concept of electric
fleld acceleratlon factor, F, is widely used.
to deduce oxide lifetine under low operatlng
fields from the hish field accelerated test
data.

Many B values have been reported in
Iiterature. Yanabe and Taniguchi pointed
out that B value rvas a function of oxide
thicknessf). 0n the other hand, the U. C.
Berkeley group showed oxide field strength
dependence of B, based on the oxide break-
down nodel associated with hole trapping2).
Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the
oxide field strength dependence and/or oxide
thickness dependence of p values ln order to
project accurate gate oxide lifetime. In
this work, the B behavior is investigated
systematically over a wide range of oxide
thickness and oxide field strength. It is
shown that 6 depends on both oxide thickness
and oxide field strength. Furthernore a
possible interpretation for the observed p
behavlor is presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The sanples used in this study were

conventional n+ poly-sillcon gate
capacitors. The gate oxides were grown on
n-type substrate in a dry oxygen arnbient at
900 qC. 0xide thickness was varied from 9 to
50 nm. A snal-I capacitor area, 0.015 nn2,
was used to investigate the intrinsic oxide
property. TDDB tests were accourplished by
constant voltage stress, to evaluate the
oxide lifetime under actual stress condi-
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tions. l-30 or 65 sanples were tested for
each stress condition, to decrease statlstlc
error.

Figures 1 (a) and (b) show typical ex-
anples of stress current shifts during con-
stant voltage stress. The tine dependence
of stress current density varies with chang-
ing oxide thickness or oxide field strength,
because of different trapped charge density.
0n the assunption that oxide lifetine
depends on the total number of electrons in-
jected into the oxide or holes generated in
the oxide, the electric field acceleration
f actor, ded.uced f ron tine to breakdown,
would be affected by the current shift be-
havior. In order to exclude the influence
of the stress current shift, new parameter,
rnodified acceleration factor, B*, was intro-
duced, which was derived fron nodified tine
to breakdown, Tbd*=Qbd/Jinit (Qbat: charge to
breakdown, Jinit: current denslty at the
initial stress point).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the relationship between

time to breakdown and stress field, for
various oxide thlcknesses. Note that time
to breakdown increases as oxide thickness
decreases, except for oxlde thinner than
l-3.3 nn. This is due to the current shift
during stress tine. In FiS. 3, the modified
tine to breakdown is also shown as a func-
tion of stress fieId. Note that the
modified tine to breakdown depends rnore
weakly on oxide field for thinner oxides or
for lower stress field and the curves tend
to nerge into a single line. Such features
resemble the hole substrate current be-
havior, which is observed when high fields
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are applied across gate oxidesS). This fact
suggests that dielectric breakdown occurs
due to holes generated in oxides under hish
field stress.

Now, consider the electric field ac-
celeratlon factor. The nodel for the ae-
celeration factor hufl,,been proposed by the
U. C. Berkeley groupz,. They assuned that
the dielectric breakdown occurs when the to-
tal nunber of trapped holes, which are gen-
erated und.er high f ield stress, exceeds a
critical value. According to their assump-
tion, the electric fieltl a_cceleration fact_or
was expressed as 9=L40/Eox2 [decade,/lWlcm]2) .

Note that, according to their hole trapping
nodel, the acceleration factor is indepen-
dent fron oxide thickness. Figure 4 shows
acceleratlon factors, deduced fron the
present data, for various oxide fieltls and
various oxide thicknesses. It is shown that
oxide thickness dependence exists in a con-
plicated manner. The discrepancy between
the nodel and the present experinental data
will be attrlbuted to two facts, which were
not taken lnto account ln the nodel. One is
tine dependence for the inJected electron
current durlng stress. The other is tine
dependence for the hole generation ef-
f iciency durlng stress. In ord.er to take
lnto account the tlne dependence for the ln-
Jected electron current, the acceleration
factor was deduced fron the modified time to
breakdown. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
Note that the experimental data ag:ree well
with the hole trapping nodel in a thinner
oxide reglon. However, there is discrepancy
between the nodel and the experinental data,
especially for thicker oxide or for higher
field region. 0n the other hand, it was
found that the deduced nodlfied acceleration
factors are always greater than the values
estimated fron the hole trapping nodel, when
breakdown occurs durlng stress current in-
crease, 8s illustrated in the inset of FiS.
6. The nain figure for Fig. 6 shows the
ratio of current density at the initial
stress point and one at the breakdown point.
For thicker oxldes or for hlgher fields, the
ratio ls greater than unity, which neans the
field strength ln the cathode region is
greater than the initial value. Therefor,
the discrepancy between the modified ac-
celeration factor and the nodel can be ex-
plained by the tine dependence of the hole
generatlon efficiency during stress. Figure
7 shows a diagran to illustrate the situa-
tion. Namely, when the generated holes are
trapped in the cathode region, the field
strength in the region near the anode
decreases. The field strength reduction
leads to a d.ecrease in the hole generation
efficiency and., finally, to an increase in
the acceleration factor.

4. CONCLUSION
To investigate the B behavior sys-

tematically, it was found that;
1. The electrlc fleld acceleration fac-

tor depends on both oxide electric fieltl and
oxide thickness in a complicated nanner.

2. The behavior of acceleratlon factor
is explained by the nodified hole trapping
nodel, in which shifts in lnJected electron
current and hole generation efficiency
during stress tlne are taken lnto account.

The nodified acceleration factor was
found to bp described by the relationship,
B*=140/Eox2 [decade/Mv/tn], ln falrly low
field stress conditions, for exanple, lower
than 12 MVlcm for 20 nm oxide. By neasuring
modified tine to breakdown ( or charge to
breakdown ), and using the nodified ac-
celeration factor, it is possible to predict
plausible oxlde lifetine for a wide range of
oxide thickness.
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(b) 50 nn oxides
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FiS.5 Acceleration factor, deduced fron
nodified tine to breakd.own
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Fis.3 Modified tine to breakdown versus
stress field strength
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FiS.4 Acceleration factor versus stress
field for various oxide thicknesses
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Fis.6 The ratio of current density
at the initial stress point and
at the breakdown point for various
stress conditions
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Fis.7 Diagram showing effective potential
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